KarateCat
Scritto da Maria Merola

From dark metropolis where concrete and steel choke everything down, to the most
secluded corners of the civilized world, extends the scope of KarateCat whose deeds
are destined to become legend.
Strong, driven by an inexhaustible thirst for justice and
ready for anything to release nature from slavery in which the human race threw it. The road
ahead bristle with obstacles, but the many powers he has, will help him defeat the evil forces
that disturb the harmony of the elements. The most dynamic 2D action game of all time.
Each level should be completed with the best possible sequence of shots, with a pressing and
breathtaking rhythm, will you be able to stand it?

Who's Raiju?
RAIJU doesn’t want to offer superficial fun, it wants to involve beyond imagination, for ever. In a
gaming market in flux, one should always be ready to put out ambitious but achievable
challenges. Reaction must be positive, between ideas and possibilities, development and
innovation, far from the concept of static fun. RAIJU seeks new paths, by choosing, with
conviction, projects based on quality, visionary, enterprising like future, towards a technology in
harmony with evolution and changes. It's the development of the theory of change through
video games, which is already in place.

RAIJU wants to redefine the gaming market, bringing the player into a deeper experience,
where he can live stories and where identification is not only shallow, through the development
of engaging dynamics. Particular attention is given to key elements such as graphics and
interaction between players. Research and innovation are crucial development factors, they are
essential for the development of ideas to have power. RAIJU wants to be the change that may
increase the concept of fun in players around the world, beyond patterns, through ways and
solutions that exist, but that no one has experienced yet. That's the goal to achieve and
overcome to travel to new destinations.
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